WE ARE YOUR FORCE OPTION

THE FINEST TRAINING AIDS FOR THE FINEST PRODUCTS

First Defense® is the world's most widely used pepper spray in law enforcement and corrections. In recognizing the diverse environments and challenges our public safety professionals face each day, our comprehensive First Defense line utilizes a color code system to identify the intensity of that product.

The First Defense family of OC aerosol sprays are EDW safe.

Choosing your Pepper Spray is easy, just answer these 3 questions and use the chart below:

1. What intensity do you need?
2. How do you want to deliver the OC?
3. How much product will you need?
STREAM: Provides a target-specific, strong concentrated stream to allow for greater standoff

CONE: Provides a wide spray pattern delivery method making it easier to acquire a target

FOAM: Provides a dispersion method for powerful fast-acting foam that coats the face upon contact

VAPOR: Provides a delivery method ideal for the correctional environment; propellant evaporates inches from nozzle leaving only the OC in flight

360°: Provides a target-specific, strong concentrated stream to allow for greater standoff; aerosol projector can disperse OC from any angle